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Abstract 
 

The Input-Buffered Wavelength-Routed (IBWR) switch is a promising switching architecture for slotted 
Optical Packet Switching (OPS) networks. The benefits of the IBWR fabric are a better scalability and 
lower hardware cost, when compared to output buffered OPS proposals. A previous work characterized 
the scheduling problem of this architecture as a type of matching problem in bipartite graphs. This 
characterization establishes an interesting relation between the IBWR scheduling and the scheduling of 
electronic Virtual Output Queuing switches. In this paper, this relation is further explored, for the design 
of feasible IBWR scheduling algorithms, in terms of hardware implementation and execution time. As a 
result, the Parallel Desynchronized Block Matching (PDBM) algorithm is proposed. The evaluation 
results presented reveal that IBWR switch performance using the PDBM algorithm is close to the 
performance bound given by OPS output buffered architectures. The performance gap is especially small 
for Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) architectures.  

  
Keywords: Optical Packet Switching, scheduling algorithms, performance evaluation. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The Optical Packet Switching paradigm is similar to electronic packet switching, except that the packet 
payload is switched and buffered in the optical domain, while the packet header is processed 
electronically. In slotted OPS networks, packets are of a fixed size and are aligned at the inputs of the 
switching node. Slotted OPS, with packet duration on the order of 1 µs, has been quoted by the DAVID 
project as an envisaged switching alternative for the Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) 
backbone network [1]. However, the optical switching and buffering of the packets implies a significant 
hardware cost with the current state-of-the-art of the photonic technology. For this reason, a commercial 
deployment of an OPS network is not envisioned in short term. 

In the OPS backbone network, traffic flows are provisioned to follow a fixed sequence of hops from 
ingress to egress nodes. The Scattered Wavelength Path (SCWP) operational mode [2] means that the 
packet transmission wavelength in each hop is not fixed. Therefore, when a packet arrives at a switching 
node, its destination fiber is given by the information stored in the packet header; but the packet output 
wavelength is undetermined and has to be chosen dynamically. Consequently, a degree of freedom exists 
for the SCWP switch schedulers to take a joint decision on the packet delay and packet output 
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wavelength. This joint decision augments the statistical multiplexing effect, yielding lower delay and 
lower buffer requirements. By nature, this effect is particularly relevant in the DWDM scenario: the 
higher the number of wavelengths per fiber is, the higher the multiplexing gain. 

The Input-Buffered Wavelength-Routed (IBWR) switch is an OPS switching architecture proposed in 
[3] and also studied in [4]. Figure 1 displays the design of an IBWR architecture adapted to operate in a 
WDM network, with N input/output fibers and n wavelengths per fiber. This means nN input and output 
ports to the switch. The IBWR switch consists of a buffering section connected to a non-blocking 
switching section. The buffering section contains M delay lines, of sizes from 0 to M–1 slots, nN Tunable 
Wavelength Converters (TWC) [5] with a tuning range of λ0...λK-1, K=max (nN,M) and two K×K Arrayed-
Waveguide-Gratings (AWG) [6]. The routing properties of AWG devices make packets from input port i 
leave the buffering section at the i-th output port, independently of the wavelength conversion applied. 
Wavelength conversion is then used to determine the delay line the packet will go through. The switching 
section consists of a set of nN TWCs, followed by a nN×nN AWG. The AWG device routes the packets to 
the appropriate output port of the switch, given by the combination of the packet output fiber and the 
packet output wavelength.  
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Fig. 1. Adaptation of the Input-Buffered Wavelength-Routed switch (IBWR) to the WDM networking environment. 
 
 
The IBWR switch scheduler should decide on packet delay and packet output wavelength. Both 

decisions are independent and can be implemented by two separated processes.  
 
Packet delay assignment: Packet delay allocation is performed within the time slot the packet enters 

the switch and cannot be changed. It is constrained by the following two conditions:  
(i) Output fiber contention: At most n packets can be scheduled to leave the switch by the same output 

fiber and time slot, such that each of them can be assigned a different output wavelength.  
(ii) Input port contention: Two packets arriving at the same input port in different time slots cannot be 

scheduled to leave the switch in the same time slot. This is because they would collide in the TWC of the 
switching section, since TWC devices can operate with only one packet at a time.  

Therefore, the set of eligible delays for each input packet is the intersection of the allowed delays, 
according to both the input port contention and the output fiber contention. If no delay fulfills both 
conditions, the incoming packet is discarded.  

Output wavelength assignment: The switch scheduler should spread the (at most) n simultaneous 
output packets per output fiber, among the n transmission wavelengths. This decision is taken 
independently of packet delay assignment, within the time slot the packet leaves the switch. In this paper, 
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packets transmitted in each output fiber are assumed to receive an output wavelength according to a pure 
round-robin scheme, as described in [7]. This methodology guarantees an equal average utilization of all 
wavelengths in the fibers.  

 
The major benefits and interest of the IBWR architecture lay in the lower cost and better scalability of 

its hardware, when compared to OPS architectures capable of emulating output buffering [3][8][9]. These 
are switch fabrics for which delay allocation is only constrained by the (unavoidable) output fiber 
contention. A previous work evaluated the buffering requirements of output buffered fabrics in a SCWP 
network [10]. For example, results show that a buffer depth of only two delay lines is required to provide 
a packet loss probability of 10-9 in an output buffered OPS switch of 32 wavelengths per fiber, under a 
Bernoulli input traffic load of ρ=0.8. For a slot time of 1 µs, this can be implemented by two delay lines 
of lengths 0 m (cut-through) and 200 m. When we compare the IBWR and output buffered alternatives, 
the following trade-off arises. On the one hand, the extra set of input port contention constraints, present 
in the IBWR delay assignment problem (set of constraints (ii) above), must imply some performance 
degradation. On the other hand, the hardware complexity of the IBWR architecture is much lower than 
the one for the output buffered proposals.  

Table I illustrates the cost side of this complexity vs. performance trade-off, for three prominent OPS 
output buffered architectures: the KEOPS switch [9], the Output-Buffered Wavelength-Routed switch [3] 
and the space switch [8]. The comparison involves switch fabrics of N input and output fibers, n 
wavelengths per fiber and M buffer positions. Interestingly, IBWR architecture hardware is not based on 
optical gates, and the number of wavelength converters it requires grows linearly with the switch size.  

The aforementioned cost vs. performance trade-off, raises our interest in the following question: Which 
are the design criteria for feasible delay assignment algorithms in IBWR switches to achieve an 
acceptable performance? This paper is intended to answer this question. Our research is based on the 
work in [11], where the IBWR delay assignment scheduling was characterized as a matching problem in 
bipartite graphs. We focus on the interesting relation established between the IBWR scheduling and the 
scheduling of the Virtual Output Queuing (VOQ) high-performance electronic packet switches. The 
analysis of the similarities and differences between both optimization problems is the basis of the 
proposal of the Parallel Desynchronized Block Matching (PDBM) algorithm. As far as the authors know, 
this algorithm is the first attempt to design a feasible scheduling algorithm for delay assignment in an 
IBWR switch. This means an algorithm which allows a practical electronic implementation that provides 
an execution time bounded at most by the slot time.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the optimization problem to solve for 
the delay assignment in IBWR switches. Section 3 presents the PDBM algorithm. Comparative evaluation 
results are provided in Section 4. Section 5 concludes. 

 

 
 

TABLE I 
COST COMPARISON OF OPS SWITCHING ARCHITECTURES 

Switch  FWC TWC TWC TUNING 
RANGE 

OPTICAL 
GATES 

KEOPS switch 2nN 0 --- MnN+n2N2  
OBWR switch nN nN max(nN,M) n2N2 
Space switch 0 nN n nN2M 
IBWR switch nN 2nN max(nN,M) 0 

FWC: Fixed Wavelength Converters 
TWC: Tunable Wavelength Converters 
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2. Delay assignment in the IBWR switch 
 
2.1 Problem definition 

 
This section extends the work presented in [11], characterizing the delay assignment problem that the 

IBWR scheduler has to solve, within one time slot. Section 2.2 deals with the dynamics of this problem in 
consecutive time slots. From now on, we concentrate on an IBWR switch fabric with N input and N 
output fibers, n wavelengths per fiber, and M delay lines, like the one shown in Figure 1. We denote T as 
the current time slot. For each time slot, the switch state information can be expressed by two sets of 
vectors: 

 
 nN Input contention vectors 

One vector input contention vector iX  exists per input port (i=0,…,nN-1), that is, one vector per input 
wavelength and fiber. 
 

( ) 1,...,0,)1(),...,0( −=−= nNiMixixiX  

 
Coordinate xi(t), t=0,…,M-1 takes the value of 1 if a packet is scheduled to leave the buffering section 
through the i-th port, in time slot T+t. It is 0 otherwise. A value of xi(t)=1 implies that delay t is not 
eligible for assignment to a packet present at input port i.  
 
 N Output contention vectors 

One output contention vector jY  exists per output fiber (j=0,…,N-1).  
 

( ) 1,...,0,)1(),...,0( −=−= NjMyyY jjj  
 
Coordinate yj(t), t=0,…,M-1 symbolizes the number of packets destined to output fiber j, which have been 
scheduled to leave the switch in time slot T+t. Therefore, the number of packets destined to output fiber j, 
which can be assigned a delay t, is limited to n−yj(t) ∈ {0,...,n}. We define this value as availability of 
delay t, in output fiber j. 

 
For an arbitrary packet at the i-th input port destined to the j-th output fiber, the status of iX  and jY  

vectors should be inspected. The packet can be assigned a delay t only if xi(t) = 0 and yj(t) < n. 
Accordingly, a packet is discarded if none of the time slots t’ without input port contention, matches the 
time slots without output contention for the destination fiber.  

Once delay assignment in a time slot is finished, the state vector for the succeeding time slot should 
reflect the propagation of the packets across the fiber delay lines, and remove the packets that leave the 
buffering section. This can be performed by a simple coordinate shift in every iX  and jY  vector 

(i=0,…,nN-1, j=0,…,N-1): (i) coordinate t of each state vector is stored in coordinate t−1, t=1,...,M−1, (ii) 
coordinate M–1 of each state vector is reset to 0. 

The scheduling problem to be solved in one time slot can be expressed as a type matching problem in a 
bipartite graph [12]. The graph is constructed as follows: 

 
 nN left side nodes, one for every input port. 
 NM right side nodes, one for every delay of every output fiber. 
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 An arc between left side node i=0,...,nN−1 and right side node (j,t), j=0,...,N−1, t=0,...,M−1, if a 
packet is present at input port i, destined to output fiber j, and satisfies the input port contention 
constraint (xi(t)  = 0). 

 

 
 
Fig. 2.  (a) Example of state vectors and packet arrivals. (b) Bipartite graph depicting the assignment problem 

associated to switch scheduling. (c) availability matching to problem (b). 
 
 
Feasible solutions to the scheduling problem given by a bipartite graph G are represented as a subgraph 

G’ for which: (1) each left side node is connected with at most one arc, (2) each right side node t is 
connected with at most n − yj(t) ∈ {0,...,n} arcs (the delay availability). In this paper, we designate a 
subgraph representing a feasible solution to graph G, as an availability matching of graph G. Figure 2(b) 
exemplifies this. It shows the bipartite graph associated to the state vectors and packet arrivals depicted in 
Figure 2(a). To simplify the graphical representation of the assignment problem, the availability of each 
delay node t, n − yj(t), is drawn inside the node. A feasible solution to this assignment is represented by 
the graph of Figure 2(c). Note that any availability matching problem can be seen as a type of (1,k)-
matching problem in bipartite graphs, where at most one arc can leave left side nodes, and the number of 
arcs k which can leave each right side node is equal to the node availability, which varies across right side 
nodes, and along time slots. 

 
Note that for a given time slot T, delay assignment decisions for packets in different input ports 

destined to the same j-th output fiber share jY  information, and are jointly affected. But decisions for 
packets destined to different output fibers are independent. In fact, the delay assignment in one time slot 
can be divided into N separated problems, one per output fiber. In the bipartite graph representation, this 
means that the graph G representing an IBWR delay assignment problem can be partitioned into N 
unconnected subgraphs G0,...,GN-1. Each subgraph Gi is composed by the arcs destined to the delays in 
output fiber i. For every Gi and Gj subgraphs, Gi and Gj are unconnected, as left side nodes (input ports) 
with an arc in Gi graph (an arriving packet destined to output fiber i) do not have an arc in Gj graph.  

 
2.2. Switch scheduler design 

 
We can define a switch scheduler as an algorithm executed every time slot, which selects among the 

possible availability matchings; the one which maximizes a specified objective function f. The desired 
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property for an objective function f is that every time slot should converge into the feasible assignment 
decision which provides the highest switch performance. The performance metrics considered are the 
packet loss probability and the average packet delay. The following issue arises: while switch scheduler 
takes an assignment decision every time slot, according to current switch state information, the switch 
performance is defined as a temporal average measure. But, which among the feasible assignments in a 
given time slot contributes to the highest average performance? This question is relevant, as optimum 
assignments in one time slot can lead to suboptimum assignments in future time slots and vice-versa.  

A formal analysis to address this question leads to a dynamic integer programming problem, with 
stochastic variables and linear constraints. There are no general mathematical tools to solve this type of 
problems.  

To obtain valuable design criteria for the searched objective function, the following considerations are 
issued: 
 
 Fact 1: For each time slot, packets which are not assigned a delay are discarded.  
 Fact 2: A packet which is assigned a delay D, contends with future input packets in the subsequent D 

time slots. The longer the delay assigned to a packet is, the longer the packet will occupy switching 
resources.  

 
In this paper, minimization of instantaneous packet loss is the main concern. As a consequence, we 

design our objective function f as the one which (i) converges to the feasible solution of the maximum 
size, i.e., the maximum number of assignments, (ii) if more than one feasible solution of the maximum 
size exists, the objective function should give preference to the one which minimizes the average packet 
delay. The resulting optimization problem is as follows: 
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The newly introduced variables are explained below: 

 
 Solution matrix [D]nNxM, Di,t={0,1},i=0,…,nN-1, t=0,…,M-1: Di,t=1 if a packet in input port i is 

assigned a delay t. Di,t=0 otherwise. 
 Arrivals matrix [A]nNxN, Ai,,j={0,1}, i=0,...,nN−1, j=0,...,N−1: Ai,,j includes the information on the 

packet arrivals at the switch in the current time slot. Ai,j=1 if a packet at input port i is destined to 
output fiber j. Ai,,j=0 otherwise. 

 Request matrix [R]nNxM, Ri,t={0,1}, i=0,...,nN−1, t=0,...,M−1: Ri,t=1 if a packet at input port i is 
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destined to output fiber j (Ai,j=1) and delay t is selectable for this packet, attending to input port 
contention (xi(t)=0). Ri,t=0 otherwise. 

 
In expression (1), the set (i) of nNM constraints means that an input port i can be assigned a delay, only 

if a packet is present in that port destined to output fiber j and also, if the delay is available due to the 
input port contention. The set (ii) of nN constraints states the fact that a packet can be assigned at most 
one delay. The set (iii) of NM constraints represents the output fiber contention and guarantees that, for 
every output fiber j, the number of packets scheduled to leave the switch in any time slot do not exceed 
the number of wavelengths n.  

The global optimum to the matching problem defined by (1) can be achieved by implementing the 
modified Edmonds-Karp Maximum Size Matching (MSM) algorithm proposed in [13]. This algorithm 
obtains the matching of the maximum size, giving preference to the arcs destined to lower delay nodes, 
when performing path augmentation [12]. Unfortunately, the complexity of the most efficient algorithm 
known to date obtaining the optimum MSM solution of an N×N bipartite graph is O(mlog(m)), being m 
the number of edges [14]. Furthermore, MSM algorithms are very hard to implement in hardware and 
cannot operate at high speeds.  

As a conclusion, in our particular scenario, the search for the global MSM optimum solution to the 
matching problem given should be avoided.  

 
3. PDBM algorithm 

 
3.1. Related work 

 
In synchronous slotted OPS networks, the scheduling response time is limited by the optical packet 

duration, because one scheduling decision (involving all simultaneous arriving packets) should be taken 
every slot time (on the order of 1 µs). However, algorithm implementations with response time far below 
the slot time are of interest to simplify system integration. In the IBWR switch, the payload of input 
packets has to be delayed after header detection and before entering the buffering section, to assure that 
packet payload arrives at the TWC of the input port, when it is correctly tuned to determine the packet 
delay. For this purpose, a fiber delay line of a sufficient length is used at every input port. TWC devices 
with tuning times on the order of nanoseconds have been demonstrated [9]. Scheduling algorithms on the 
order of tens of nanoseconds would lead to short fiber delays (or even no delays at all). 

As far as the authors know, the only proposal of the delay assignment algorithm for an IBWR 
architecture operating under the SCWP operational mode was presented in [11]. This algorithm was 
conceived for testing purposes, to make a first performance evaluation of the SCWP IBWR architecture. 
The algorithm completes a sequential check of all input ports, selecting for each input packet, the shortest 
delay which satisfies the input and output contention constraints. This sequential algorithm is useless in a 
practical electronic implementation. The sequential operation implies an algorithm response time 
depending on the switch size, which makes it impossible to fulfill the time constraints even for moderate 
switch sizes.  

Fortunately, the description of the optimization problem to be solved as a matching problem in bipartite 
graphs, can facilitate the search for practical scheduling algorithms. The design of fast algorithms to 
approximate the maximum matching in bipartite graphs, by giving a maximal solution (i.e., a local 
maximum), has been a hot research topic in the last decade. Specifically, it has been the subject of study 
for the scheduling of high-performance Virtual Output Queuing (VOQ) electronic packet switches, first 
introduced by Tamir et al. in [15]. Several VOQ scheduling algorithms, which allow an implementation 
based on feedback combinational circuits and parallel architectures, have been proposed [16]-[23]. As a 
result, response times on the order of tens of nanoseconds are attained.  
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The differences between IBWR and VOQ scheduling are summarized as follows: 
 

 The matching problem per time slot in IBWR schedulers can be decomposed into N independent 
problems, one per output fiber. This is not the case of VOQ scheduling. 

 In VOQ bipartite graphs, one right side node exists per output port. All right side nodes may have the 
same importance to guarantee system fairness. In IBWR graphs, each right side node represents a 
delay and IBWR schedulers should prioritize right side nodes associated with lower delays. 

 VOQ schedulers must guarantee that each output port is assigned to at most one packet. In SCWP 
IBWR matchings, the availability of a delay line limits the number of packets that can be assigned. 
Furthermore, delay availability varies for different delays and different time slots. 

 In VOQ switches, the packets which do not find an output port remain stored in the queues. In IBWR 
switches, the packets which are not assigned a delay are discarded. 

 In VOQ switches, the evolution of the bipartite graphs in subsequent time slots is highly correlated 
(i.e., VOQ queues with more than one packet remain occupied). Nevertheless, in the IBWR 
optimization problem, bipartite graphs corresponding to subsequent time slots are highly variable.  

 
However, in the authors’ opinion, the underlying design criteria in the basis of VOQ scheduling 

algorithms can be very useful for the design of feasible IBWR schedulers. Therefore, we can take benefit 
from the experiences in the VOQ scheduling field. The design of the Parallel Desynchronized Block 
Matching (PDBM) scheduling algorithm, presented in this section, is a sample of this. Specifically, 
PDBM adapts implementation concepts present in the parallel-iterative VOQ schedulers [18], [20] and 
especially [21]. 
 
3.2. Algorithm description 

 
Figure 3 shows the electronic implementation proposed for the PDBM scheduler. It is based on an 

interconnection of nN input modules (one per input port) and NM output modules (one per delay of each 
output fiber). The control information required for the algorithm execution is distributed across the I/O 
modules.   

 
 A register in input module i, i=0,...,nN−1, maintains the state vector iX  of length M bits. Every time 

slot, these registers are shifted to reflect the propagation of the packets along the delay lines. 
 Output module (j,t), j=0,...,N−1, t=0,...,M−1, contains (i) the delay availability register n−yj(t), of 

length log2(n) bits, (ii) the grant pointer G(j,t), of length log2(nN) bits, and (iii) a clockwise/counter-
clockwise bit CW(j,t). Note that every time slot, the availability register in module (j,t) must be 
transferred to module (j,t−1), j=0,...,N−1, t=1,...,M−1. Also, modules (j,M−1), j=0,...,N−1, reset the 
availability registers to the value of n. 
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Fig. 3. Electronic implementation scheme for the PDBM scheduler. 
 
 

3.2.1. Algorithm iteration 
 
The PDBM algorithm is designed as an iterative algorithm. In every time slot, a bounded number of 

iterations of the algorithm are executed. Each algorithm iteration consists of three phases, namely: 
request, grant, and accept.  

 
 Step 1. Request: Executed in parallel, in each of the nN input modules. For input module i with a 

packet destined to output fiber j, a request signal is sent to every delay of output fiber j, which does 
not violate the input contention constraint. That is, output modules (j,t) for which xi(t)=0. Note that at 
most M request signals are created per input module. 

 Step 2. Grant: Executed in parallel, in each of the NM output modules. For output module (j,t), 
request signals from input modules are scanned, starting by the input module directed by the grant 
pointer G(j,t). The scanning of the other input modules continues in a clockwise or counter-clockwise 
procedure, as indicated by the CW(j,t) bit. The first n−yj(t) scanned request signals are granted, and a 
grant signal is sent to the associated input module. Therefore, a block of grants, of a size limited by 
the delay availability, is produced.  

 Step 3. Accept: Executed in parallel, in each of the nN input modules. Each input module i receives at 
most M grants, from the M delays associated with the destination output fiber. The grant associated 
with the shorter delay t, if any, is accepted. Packet present at that input port is assigned a delay t. An 
accept signal is sent to the accepted output module. Output modules update their availability state to 
reflect packet allocation. 

 
Packets allocated in one iteration of a time slot are not involved in subsequent iterations of the same 

time slot. Therefore, the delay assignment process is incremental along subsequent iterations. If no 
assignments are produced in one iteration of a time slot T, no assignments are produced in the following 
iterations of T. We define PDBM convergence as the number of iterations where at least one packet is 
allocated and thus, assignment size is improved. The algorithm convergence will be studied in Section 
4.4. 

After the last iteration, for every time slot, CW(j,t) bits and G(j,t) grant pointers are updated as follows: 
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 CW(j,t) bits, j=0,...,N−1, t=0,...,M−1, are inverted. Therefore, the request scanning direction changes 
every time slot, and it is the same during all the iterations of a given time slot.  

 G(j,t) grant pointers, j=0,...,N−1, t=0,...,M−1, are incremented by one, (modulo nN), every two time 
slots. This occurs independently of the number of grants produced. Consequently, the relative 
distance (modulo nN) among grant pointers is always kept. 

 
3.2.2. System initialization 

 
During equipment start-up, iX  and jY  vectors (i=0,…,nN-1, j=0,…,M-1) that store delay lines 

occupancy are reset to 0. Clockwise flags CW of all output modules are also reset. Grant round-robin 
pointers are initialized as follows: 
 
 M grant pointers associated with the same output fibers are initialized to point at different input ports. 

We denote this situation as pointers desynchronization. In our tests, the pointers are initialized to 
maximize the minimum distance between pointer positions, as given by (2).  
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 Grant pointers associated with different output fibers can be initialized in any form. In our tests, 

pointers associated with different output fibers are equal G(f1,t)=G(f2,t) ∀ t, f1,f2. 
 
3.3. Algorithm justification 

 
In the PDBM algorithm, the delay assignment behavior is determined by the actions performed during 

the grant phase. In this stage, each output module (j,t) receives a number of requests r(j,t). If the number 
of requests is greater than the delay availability, only a subset of these requests is granted. The input 
modules granted by module (j,t) are those closer to the grant pointer G(j,t), in accordance to the scanning 
direction. Input modules which are “far” from the grant pointer (j,t) may not receive a grant from this 
delay module. 

In this situation, it is of interest that input modules which do not receive any grant from module (j,t), 
may receive a grant from any other output module (j,t’), t’≠t. This depends on the positions of the grant 
pointers in the other output modules associated with the same output fiber. If grant pointers had the same 
position (synchronized), closer input modules would receive more than one grant, while far input modules 
would receive no grant in this iteration. We call this effect grant block overlapping. 

The objective of PDBM is to minimize grant blocks overlapping. The employed method is an 
adaptation of the pointers desynchronizing scheme proposed in RDSRR (Rotating Double Static Round 
Robin) VOQ algorithm [21]: pointers are desynchronized during system start-up, and move periodically, 
independently of packet arrivals, allowing a simpler hardware implementation. In PDBM, grant pointers 
associated with the same output fiber are desynchronized during system start-up. After that, pointers 
desynchronizing is maintained by simultaneously incrementing (modulo nN) the positions of all pointers 
every two time slots. Therefore, all grant pointers maintain the same desynchronizing scheme determined 
during system start-up. 

During initialization, the positions of the pointers associated with the same output fiber are spread 
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across the nN input modules, such that the minimum distance (modulo nN) between two nodes is 
maximized. The objective is to decrease the chances of block overlapping. Of course, actual overlapping 
depends on traffic conditions. Grant positions associated with a delay in different output fibers are not 
subject to grant block overlapping. For this reason, in our tests, they are set to equal values: G(f1,t)=G(f2,t) 
 ∀ t, f1,f2. 

The objective of the per-time-slot rotation in the scanning direction is to provide a fair operation when 
packet arrivals are not uniform across input fibers. Let us analyze the following example. We consider an 
IBWR switch with 4 input fibers, where packet arrivals occur only in the two first fibers f0 and f1. If the 
scanning direction is the same every time slot, input ports associated to f0 would be prioritized to be 
assigned the lower delay 0, when the grant pointer directs empty input fibers f2 and f3 . On average, ports 
in f0 would be given priority over ports in f1, every 3 of 4 time slots. Therefore, the system performance 
perceived by traffic in input fibers f0 and f1 is different. By rotating the scanning direction every time slot, 
the fairness is improved. 

 
3.4. Convergence of the algorithm 

 
The PDBM algorithm searches a maximal (local maximum) solution to the optimization problem 

described in Section 2: (i) it searches a maximal size matching, (ii) and the result is also a local optimum 
to the minimum average delay, as lower delay grants are the ones accepted. The process is performed in 
parallel, by operating in the scheduling bipartite graph G.  

Because of the incremental packet allocation, PDBM actually achieves a maximal solution if the 
algorithm executes enough iterations to converge, such that subsequent iterations do not increase the 
match. Obviously, the algorithm convergence also concerns algorithm response time and algorithm 
implementation. Fortunately, PDBM convergence can be guaranteed. 

 
Property 1: The PDBM algorithm converges in at most min (nN, M) iterations, for an IBWR switch of 

N input fibers, n wavelengths per input fiber and M delay lines. 
Proof: PDBM searches in parallel in a graph which can be partitioned into N unconnected bipartite 

graphs, one per each output fiber. Each partition has nN left side nodes and M right side nodes. In the 
worst case, one new arc is added to each partition per iteration. This implies a bound of min(nN, M) 
iterations to converge.  

 
It should be noted that the algorithm convergence bound is independent of the switch size when the 

number of delay lines is lower than the switch size. This occurs for medium to large size switches, as 
shown later in Section 4. 
 
4. Performance evaluation results 

 
The performance of the PDBM algorithm has been evaluated by means of simulation (the Batch Means 

method [24], 99% confidence intervals, 1% tolerance, upper limit 5·107 time slots). In all cases, the results 
are compared to the performance bound provided by the OPS switches able to emulate output buffering 
(which we denote as OB architectures).  

 
4.1. Traffic patterns in OPS SCWP networks 

 
There is no specific research work regarding packet traffic patterns in SCWP OPS networks. 

Conventional sources of traffic, employed in the evaluation of electronic packet switches, cannot be 
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directly applied for the evaluation of SCWP OPS networks. This is because the packet transmission 
wavelength is decided in SCWP networks by a switch (or edge node) scheduler. The particular manner in 
which the traffic in a fiber is spread across the wavelengths is the source of a statistical correlation among 
traffic processes in different wavelengths of the same fiber. Previous evaluation research of OPS 
switching architectures did not consider this intrinsic correlation for the injected traffic. In most of the 
situations, independent Bernoulli sources were considered for each input port. In [8], the performance of 
the space switch (and thus, applicable to any OB switch) was evaluated, assuming that each input port 
receives an independent ON-OFF bursty source. Again, dependence among input ports associated with 
the same input fiber was not considered. 

In this paper, we try to employ more realistic traffic sources. We create a n-SCWP traffic source to 
model the packet arrivals in an input fiber consisting of n wavelengths. As shown in Figure 4, we define a 
n-SCWP source, as the combination of (i) a feeding packet source, creating up to n packets per time slot, 
and (ii) a wavelength dispatcher, which distributes the generated packets across the n wavelengths in the 
fiber. The IBWR architecture is evaluated under two different types of traffic, namely: 

 
 n-SCWP uniform Bernoulli traffic.  A Bernoulli feeding source of parameter ρ ≤ 1 is used. On 

average, nρ packets are created every time slot. Destination fiber of each packet is uniformly 
distributed. 

 n-SCWP uniform ON-OFF traffic. An ON-OFF feeding source, modulated by a 2-state Markov chain 
is used, as the one described in [25]. Traffic load is given by parameter ρ ≤ 1. On average, nρ packets 
are created every time slot. Average length of ON periods is given by β. The feeding source creates a 
packet with probability 1 during the ON periods. All packets in a burst have the same destination 
fiber, which is uniformly selected. 
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Fig. 4.  Example of n-SCWP packet sources. (a) 4-SCWP uniform Bernoulli source, (b) 4-SCWP uniform ON-OFF 

source. 
 
 

The employed wavelength dispatcher in all cases implements a round-robin distribution of packets [7]. 
Figure 4(a) illustrates the effect of this distribution in a n-SCWP source fed by a Bernoulli packet source. 
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The selected destination fibers (f0,...,f3 in the figure) are independent among generated packets. As a 
consequence, destination fibers of packets arriving at different wavelengths of the same fiber are also 
independent. Figure 4(b) exemplifies a n-SCWP ON-OFF source. Note that in this case, the correlation in 
the destination fibers, present in the feeding source, is transformed into a correlation in the destination 
fibers of simultaneous and non-simultaneous packets in different wavelengths.  

 
4.2. Results 

 
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) depict the average delay performance of the PDBM algorithm under n-SCWP 

Bernoulli traffic. Buffering is dimensioned for a negligible packet loss probability. Switch sizes 
considered are N={2,4} input and output fibers, and n={2,8,32,64} wavelengths per fiber. Results 
obtained for higher values of N={6,8}, not included in the paper, do not differ from the ones shown.  

Results reveal that PDBM performance is very close to the OB architectures performance. In all our 
tests, average delay measured is below 2 time slots. Only two exceptions occur, for a 90% input load and 
n=2 wavelengths per fiber, where average delays obtained were 2.40 (N=2) and 4.44 (N=4) time slots. 
Results are especially encouraging in the DWDM environment. The average delay is below 1 time slot, 
even for high traffic loads, and approaches the OB bound.  

Table II comparatively evaluates the buffering requirements to achieve a packet loss probability below 
10-7 (simulation length is limited to 109 packets in this test).  Results show that the performance gap 
between both IBWR and OB architectures is small, especially under the DWDM paradigm.  

Figure 5(c,d) shows the average delay performance under ON-OFF n-SCWP traffic. Switch parameters 
are N = 4 input and output fibers, n = {2,8,32,64} wavelengths per fiber. Buffer sizes of the switches are 
the same for IBWR and OB architectures, M = {35,10,3,2}, for parameter n  = {2,8,32,64}, respectively. 
This parameter was dimensioned using the performance of OB architectures under Bernoulli traffic as a 
reference. The selected buffering depth provides a packet loss probability below 10-9 under 90% Bernoulli 
load in OB architectures. Burst length parameters under test are β = 16 (Figure 5(c)) and β = 64 (Figure 
5(d)). Figure 5(e) presents the packet loss probability obtained in both situations. 

The performance degradation observed under bursty traffic is notable in all circumstances. Average 
delay grows, especially for low values of parameter n. Again, DWDM architectures achieve a much better 
performance, also diminishing the gap between the PDBM and OB architectures. The packet loss 
probability obtained is especially high because the correlation among input ports produces a large number 
of simultaneous packets with a common destination. The behavior of the IBWR switch in this situation is 
governed by the output contention. This is the reason to observe an almost equal performance of the 
IBWR and OB architectures. The critical deterioration in the observed packet loss performance is an 
interesting point to take into consideration. In the authors’ opinion, it reveals the need of mechanisms to 
split traffic bursts in SCWP networks. This is because the peculiar spreading of traffic among fiber 
wavelengths of SCWP networks may produce a higher number of simultaneous arrivals of packets with a 
common destination. 

Tables III and IV summarize the practical results obtained in the PDBM algorithm convergence tests. 
They describe the number of iterations K, such that the algorithm does not converge in at most 1 out of 
106 time slots. Only results for 90% input loads are shown. Results are compared to the theoretical 
convergence bound min (nN, M). For Bernoulli traffic, practical algorithm convergence is reached in two 
or three iterations. For ON-OFF traffic, a higher number of iterations are required. This effect can be 
intuitively explained as follows. As shown, ON-OFF bursts of traffic are transformed into a set of 
consecutive input ports with a common output fiber. Because of the proximity of the input ports, there are 
a lot of chances for the grant block overlapping: a large set of input ports may fall into the same grant 
blocks, receiving grants from different delays, while other input ports receive no grants. In subsequent 
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iterations, assigned input ports are not involved, but no assigned ports remain close, maintaining the 
chances of block overlapping. 

 
5. Conclusion and future work 

 
The benefits of the IBWR switching architecture are its lower cost and better scalability when 

compared to output buffered proposals. The scheduling of this architecture is characterized as a type of 
matching problem in bipartite graphs. The study of the similarities and differences with the scheduling of 
VOQ switches allowed us to propose the PDBM scheduling algorithm. As far as we know, it is the first 
feasible scheduler proposed in the field, meeting the requirements related to scheduling response time and 
hardware complexity. The expected response time and hardware complexity of the PDBM scheduler are 
similar to that of the commercial iterative iSLIP-like VOQ schedulers.  

We have evaluated the performance of PDBM algorithm, comparing it to the OB proposals. For this 
purpose, we introduced more realistic sources of traffic for SCWP networks. Results are promising, as the 
performance gap is small, especially in the DWDM scenario.  

Interestingly, the large-scale version of the IBWR architecture (also presented in [3]) defines exactly 
the same scheduling problem as the IBWR switch analyzed in this paper. Therefore, both versions of the 
switch can be governed by the same scheduler. This raises the interest in scheduling algorithms like 
PDBM, whose execution time can be independent of the switch size. The hardware scalability is expected 
to be good in the DWDM scenario. This is because, the number of grant arbiters required in the scheduler 
is equal to the number of output fibers, and the number of fiber delays, but is not affected by the number 
of wavelengths per fiber.  

The work presented in this paper does not consider the packet sequence issue. The PDBM scheduler 
does not preserve the order between arriving packets. Currently, a comparative study is being carried out 
to evaluate a set of techniques that address the packet order problem in the IBWR architecture. 
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Figure 5. (a) and (b): Average delay performance under n-SCWP Bernoulli traffic. (a) N=2, (b) N=4. (c) and (d): 
Average delay performance under n-SCWP MMPP traffic (c) β=16, (d) β=64. (e) Packet loss probability (PLP) 

performance under n-SCWP MMPP traffic, β=16 (set of lines with lower PLP), β=64 (set of lines with lower PLP). 
 

 
 
 

 
 

TABLE II 
BUFFER REQUIREMENTS OF IBWR VS OUTPUT BUFFERED ARCHITECTURES. BERNOULLI INPUT TRAFFIC, 10-7 PACKET LOSS PROBABILITY 

Switch size  ρ=0.1 ρ=0.2 ρ=0.3 ρ=0.4 ρ=0.5 ρ=0.6 ρ=0.7 ρ=0.8 ρ=0.9 
N=2,n=2 4 / 2 4 / 3 4 / 3 5 / 4 6 / 5 7 / 5 8 / 7 11 / 10 20 / 18 
N=2,n=8 1 / 1 3 / 2 3 / 2 4 / 2 4 / 2 5 / 2 6 / 3 7 / 3 9 / 6 
N=2,n=32 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 3 / 2 3 / 2 4 / 2 4 / 2 5 / 2 
N=2,n=64 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 3 / 2 3 / 2 4 / 2 
N=4,n=2 5 / 3 5 / 3 6 / 4 7 / 5 8 / 6 10 / 7 13 / 9 19 / 14 30 / 26 
N=4,n=8 1 / 1 3 / 2 3 / 2 3 / 2 4 / 2 4 / 3 5 / 3 8 / 4 13 / 8 
N=4,n=32 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 3 / 2 3 / 2 4 / 2 4 / 2 5 / 3 
N=4,n=64 1 /1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 3 / 2 4 / 2 4 / 2 5 / 2 
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